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Introduction

This report forms part of the research study into 10,000 year return period extreme environmental loading.
The overall aim of the study is to develop guidance on the management of the risks to the structural
integrity of fixed offshore structures exposed to extreme environmental loading. This comprises two
complementary objectives:
O1: Review of current prediction methods for, and the provision of recommendations on, the effect of
extreme environmental loads on the structural integrity of fixed offshore installations.
O2: Development of a risk-based framework for assessing the structural integrity of fixed offshore installations.
This report is part A of objective O1/D6 which is concerned with methods for assessing wave-in-jacket
(part A) and wave-in-deck (part B) loading in extreme events. The recommendations from this report will
feed into objective O2/D5 which will provide guidance on the evaluation and management of risk from
extreme wave events.
The report is organised as follows:
• Section 2 provides a background to the deterministic and probabilistic assessment of offshore structures.
• Section 3 provides details of an analysis of deterministic regular and irregular wave events.
• Section 4 summarises the conclusions from this report.
• Section 5 provides recommendations for the analysis of the wave-in-jacket loading on offshore structures.
The report can be navigated using the bookmarks listed in the left hand panel of the pdf, or using the
embedded hyperlinks, which include all section, figure and table numbers.
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Background

The reliability of an offshore structure under extreme environmental loading can be determined through a
full structural reliability analysis. This has four key components:
1. The long-term distribution of the metocean environment.
2. The short-term distribution of loading within stationary metocean conditions.
3. The response of a structure to the environmental loads.
4. An integration that combines the long-term distribution of loading, the short-term distribution of
loading and the associated structural response.
The result is the annual probability of structural failure which can then be compared to acceptance criteria.
None of the steps in this analysis is entirely straightforward and the following key elements must be included
at each stage:
1. Long-term environment: the probabilistic model for the environment should be based upon independent (for example, storm) events using appropriate techniques from extreme value statistics.
2. Short-term loading: the representation of the metocean environment must include the following
processes, and physics.
(a) Nonlinearity of wave events - in particular the occurrence of crest elevations that are higher
than those that would be predicted using second-order theory.
(b) Wave breaking - which can result in large velocities high in the crest of a wave.
(c) Area effect - the fact that waves are dispersive and a platform’s deck has a finite area.
(d) Phasing - between wave-in-jacket and wave-in-deck loading.
3. Structural response: this must include structural dynamics and the fact that more than one failure
mode may contribute to the probability of failure.
4. Integration: this must include all of the relevant uncertainties and take into account any correlation
between failure modes.
Whilst this is a tractable problem it is by no means simple and requires specialist knowledge and tools at
each step. Codes of practice provide a means by which the full analysis can be simplified. This is typically
through the application of a design recipe that is based upon deterministic characteristic load events and a
set of safety factors. Historically, the characteristic events have been defined using nonlinear regular wave
models (for example, Stokes V). For this approach to be appropriate the bias in the characteristic event
must be reasonably constant across metocean conditions, structural configurations, failure modes and
water depths. If this is the case then the approach can be calibrated such that it is slightly conservative
in all conditions. If this is not the case then there is no single safety factor that can provide a reasonable
level of conservatism for all design conditions, and hence, the design recipe must be updated.
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There are three tests which can be used to assess whether the change in the bias is indeed constant over
a wide range of situations:
1. Deterministic comparions.
2. Short-term distributions.
3. Long-term analysis.
If an approach passes all three of these tests then a design procedure can be developed that will provide
a simple, conservative, alternative to the full probabilistic analysis.
There are essentially four simplified approaches that might be considered:
1. A deterministic regular wave.
2. A deterministic linear or second-order irregular wave.
3. A deterministic fully nonlinear wave which might be breaking.
4. A set of deterministic wave events that might include a combination of all of the above.
The four approaches listed above have been tested and the findings for wave-in-jacket loading are provided
in the next section. Part B of this document describes the results of a similar analysis of wave-in-deck
loading.
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Wave-in-Jacket Loading

3.1

Deterministic Comparisons

Deterministic comparisons between regular and irregular wave events have been completed by comparing
the loading on a pile in different water depths, wave conditions and for different failure modes. The exact
answer has been calculated using the fully nonlinear irregular wave model of Bateman et al. (2001). This is
a pseudo-spectral model that allows for the efficient simulation of irregular waves with realistic directional
spreading. It has been validated against laboratory observations of extreme near-breaking wave events.
The deterministic comparisons have been completed for three water depths: kp d = 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, where kp
is the wave-number associated with the spectral peak period Tp . In terms of typical North Sea design conditions these more-or-less represent: 50m (intermediate), 75m, and 150m (deep). For each water depth
the directional spreading has been modelled using a wrapped normal distribution with standard deviation
of: 0◦ (unidirectional); 15◦ (consistent with typical extreme design sea-states); and 30◦ (consistent with
many non-extreme sea-states). For each set of conditions a range of perfectly focussed wave events with
linear steepness 0.03 ≤ Co1 kL ≤ 0.30 have been modelled, where Co1 is the linear crest elevation and kL
is the local wave-number based on the trough-trough wave period. These represent a range of conditions
from linear to near-breaking.
Figures 1 to 3 show time series of the profiles associated with the set of fully nonlinear perfectly focussed
wave events that have been considered. The corresponding water particle kinematics have been calculated
using Bateman et al. (2003). The vertical profile of the horizontal velocities beneath the extreme wave
crests is shown in figures 4 to 6. These plots indicate that near-breaking events have a velocity in the
crest of the wave of U/cL ≈ 0.5 which is quite a bit smaller than one partly due to the fact that the
normalisation is based on the linear phase speed rather than the nonlinear phase speed1 . The plots indicate
that the largest unidirectional deep water wave event (figure 4 panel (c)) has a kink in the velocity profile
near the crest which indicates that the wave is spilling, and hence, is (just) beyond the validity of the
wave model.
A set of regular waves has been matched to the fully nonlinear irregular events described above. This has
been completed in four ways: A, by matching the wave heights and using the trough-trough wave period;
B, by matching the crest elevations and using the trough-trough wave period; C, by matching the wave
heights and using the spectral peak period; and D, by matching the crest elevations and using the spectral
peak periods. This range of approaches broadly covers the way in which regular waves are often applied in
practice based on metocean criteria reports in studies of extreme wave loading. An example showing the
regular wave profiles matched to both moderately steep and near-breaking irregular wave events is shown
in figure 7. The horizontal velocity2 profiles beneath the crest of the four events is provided in figure 8
where they are compared to the fully nonlinear calculations. From these plots the following is immediately
apparent:
1

The nonlinear phase speed is lower than the linear phase speed due to the nonlinear transfer of energy to higher
frequencies.
2
The horizontal velocity is considered as this is most relevant to drag dominated structures, however, there will also be
differences in the other water particle kinematics too.
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1. None of the methods for matching a regular wave profile to an irregular event can correctly model
the horizontal velocity profile. The reason is that an irregular wave event comprises a range of wave
frequencies whereas a regular wave has a single fundamental frequency and higher harmonics; the
latter cannot, generally, match the former.
2. The difference between the irregular and regular wave velocities changes depending on the elevation
within the water column: regular waves typically over estimate the velocities below still water level
and under estimate the velocities in a wave crest. The reason is that the velocities associated with
the higher frequency energy contained within an irregular event decay rapidly with depth.
As the drag loading is proportional to the integration of the velocity squared over the vertical (and spatial)
extent of a structure the implication of the points noted above is as follows: the bias in a regular wave
will be dependent upon the layout of a structure and over what elevations the integration is completed.
Therefore, if a failure mode is associated with loading over one part of the structure the bias will be very
different to that for a failure mode associated with loading over another part of a structure; for example:
failures near the mud-line may be associated with the total base shear or over-turning moment; failure
near mean sea level may be associated with the loading over the whole of the crest of a wave; and failure
of safety critical equipment may be associated with loading at a single point perhaps somewhere high in
the crest.
The bias in the regular wave model has been calculated in terms of the load X divided by the result using
the fully nonlinear irregular events Xirreg . These has been completed for a range of potential ‘failure
modes’ expressed in terms of the vertical extent over which the loads have been integrated:
1. Total: the base shear over the entire water column.
2. ASWL: the base shear for elements above still water level.
3. BSWL: the base shear for elements below still water level.
4. Crest: the loading at a point associated with the crest of the wave.
5. MSL: the loading at a point located at mean sea level.
The results are shown for loading on a pile in figures 9 to 17. The plots indicate that the bias in a
regular wave model shows significant variation depending on the wave conditions (steepness), sea-state
(water depth and directional spread), failure mode (depth over which the load is integrated), and the way
in which the regular wave is defined. The full range in the bias over all combinations is approximately
0.4 ≤ X/Xirreg ≤ 1.8. Obviously, a design recipe could (should) be prescriptive in terms of how the
regular wave is defined, and hence, the last source of variability can be removed, but even in this case
0.6 ≤ X/Xirreg ≤ 1.8. If failure modes associated with BSWL loading and point loading in the crest
are removed and only sea-states with a directional spread of 15◦ are considered (typical for North Sea
design conditions), then the range reduces to 0.8 ≤ X/Xirreg ≤ 1.1, which is by no means an insignificant
variation. Therefore, the conclusion is that the bias in a regular wave model is not consistent across a full
range of conditions. It would certainly be possible to develop a calibration for such a recipe for a small set
of cases, for example: total loading on a space frame in deep water. However, even simple deterministic
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comparisons suggest that it is not realistic to expect a design recipe using regular waves to provide a
consistent result for a full range of wave conditions, sea-states and failure modes.
An obvious alternative to regular waves are deterministic irregular waves for which three types of model
may be appropriate: linear, second-order (Sharma and Dean, 1981), and fully nonlinear. These have
been tested using the same approach that was applied to regular waves. Figure 18 shows an example
of irregular wave models matched to the crest of the set of fully nonlinear events described above. The
figure also shows the associated horizontal water particle velocities beneath the wave crest. A number of
observations are important:
1. The wave profiles associated with extreme nonlinear wave events are steeper than those modelled
using either linear of second-order theory with more shallow troughs either side of the crest. This is
due to the nonlinear transfer of energy to high frequencies that occurs during the focussing of steep
events.
2. Linear and stretched solutions (for example, Wheeler, Delta and Molin) are unable to accurately
model the kinematics associated with even moderately steep events (see, for example, panel (b)).
This is particularly true through the water column where the reduction in the velocity from the
second-order set down terms are not captured. However, it is also the case in the wave crest.
3. Second-order solutions for the velocity provide a very good, but imperfect, match to the velocity
profile. However, the comparisons contained in these figures do not include breaking waves. In such
cases a second-order solution will significantly under-predict the velocities in the wave crest. This
last point is demonstrated in figure 25 which shows the relationship between the velocity in the crest
of a wave to its steepness; it indicates that a second-order model will provide an under-prediction
once waves begin to break (ηkL ' 0.3).
The bias in a range of irregular wave models is shown in figures 19 to 24. They demonstrate that there
is a considerable and inconsistent bias in all of the irregular solutions apart from the second-order model.
However, the a second-order irregular model has a bias in the range 0.95 ≤ X/Xirreg ≤ 1.2 for the full set
of conditions and is often only just above 1 for many realistic conditions. This suggests that deterministic
second-order wave events may provide a good representation of steep non-breaking waves that could be
incorporated within a design approach. Of course, a fully nonlinear wave model and/or the empirical
model developed within the LOADS JIP that includes wave breaking will provide a near perfect match
across all cases and are to be preferred.
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Probabilistic Comparisons

The previous section considered deterministic comparisons between wave events. However, this is only
the first test that an approach must pass. The next test is to consider probabilistic comparisons within
individual sea-states. This has been completed through long random simulations of wave events using the
empirical wave model developed within the LOADS JIP. This provides a methodology for transforming
linear wave events such that the nonlinearity beyond second-order and wave breaking is included in both
the wave profiles and the kinematics. Hence, it is an efficient way in which higher-order nonlinearity and
wave breaking can be included in random time domain simulations.
A comparison between the total base shear on a pile in deep water calculated using Bateman et al. (2001)
with that calculated using the LOADS methodology is shown in figure 26. The wave conditions considered in the plot are random, irregular, steep, near breaking events. Hence, it confirms that the approach
is capable of modelling both the absolute loading and also its variability in extreme waves with minimal bias.
One hundred hours of random irregular directionally spread wave events have been modelled in three water
depths, kp d = 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, for two sea-state steepnesses Hskp = 0.2, 0.3. The loading on a pile has been
calculated and is shown as the grey dots in figures 27 to 29. The statistical relationship between crest
elevation and loading (total and above still water level) has been defined using a quantile-quantile plot
which is shown as the black lines in each panel. This has been compared to the result from a focussed
NewWave event which is shown as the red circles. This comparison indicates that whilst the red circles
lie close to the grey dots - particularly for total base shear - they are providing an underestimate of the
loading in the largest events in deep water; and underestimate the loading in the wave crest. The reason
for this is that they do not capture the full variability inherent in irregular waves. Obviously, it would be
possible to define a NewWave event in terms of loading which may well provide a much better match,
but this is, of course, an iterative procedure that requires knowledge of the structure and failure mode of
interest. It is not obvious apriori what shape the correct wave event (one which lies on the black lines)
should have. Moreover, whether it has a wave period that is lower or higher than that associated with a
NewWave event will depend upon the ‘failure mode’ of interest - and of course any structural dynamics.
Hence, a range of irregular wave events that cover a wide range of wave periods must be considered. In
practice, in order to ensure that in all cases this range is conservative this must cover the full range of
wave steepness, and hence, in most design sea-states will include breaking waves.
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(a) kp d = 1.2

(b) kp d = 1.2 Normalised

(c) kp d = 1.5

(d) kp d = 1.5 Normalised

(e) kp d = 2.0

(f) kp d = 2.0 Normalised

Figure 1: Surface profile of fully nonlinear deterministic events in a unidirectional sea for a range of water
depths kp d. The legend shows the linear wave steepness Co1 kL . The panels on the right have been normalised
by the spectral peak period and the linear crest elevation.
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(a) kp d = 1.2

(b) kp d = 1.2 Normalised

(c) kp d = 1.5

(d) kp d = 1.5 Normalised

(e) kp d = 2.0

(f) kp d = 2.0 Normalised

Figure 2: Surface profile of fully nonlinear deterministic events in sea-states with a wrapped normal directional
spread of 15◦ for a range of water depths kp d. The legend shows the linear wave steepness Co1 kL . The panels
on the right have been normalised by the spectral peak period and the linear crest elevation.
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(a) kp d = 1.2

(b) kp d = 1.2 Normalised

(c) kp d = 1.5

(d) kp d = 1.5 Normalised

(e) kp d = 2.0

(f) kp d = 2.0 Normalised

Figure 3: Surface profile of fully nonlinear deterministic events in sea-states with a wrapped normal directional
spread of 30◦ for a range of water depths kp d. The legend shows the linear wave steepness Co1 kL . The panels
on the right have been normalised by the spectral peak period and the linear crest elevation.
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(a) kp d = 1.2

(b) kp d = 1.5

(c) kp d = 2.0

Figure 4: The vertical profile of the horizontal velocity, U , under the extreme wave crests shown in figure 1.
The results have been normalised by the local wave-number, kL , and the local linear phase speed, cL .
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(a) kp d = 1.2

(b) kp d = 1.5

(c) kp d = 2.0

Figure 5: The vertical profile of the horizontal velocity, U , under the extreme wave crests shown in figure 2.
The results have been normalised by the local wave-number, kL , and the local linear phase speed, cL .
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(a) kp d = 1.2

(b) kp d = 1.5

(c) kp d = 2.0

Figure 6: The vertical profile of the horizontal velocity, U , under the extreme wave crests shown in figure 3.
The results have been normalised by the local wave-number, kL , and the local linear phase speed, cL .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Comparison between regular and irregular surface profiles. The regular waves have been matched
to either the irregular wave height (H) or crest elevation (C). The regular wave period is either: the troughtrough period of the irregular event (panels (a) and (b)); or equal to the spectral peak period (panels (c) and
(d)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Comparison between the vertical profile of horizontal velocities beneath the regular and irregular
wave crests shown in figure 7. The regular waves have been matched to either the irregular wave height (H) or
crest elevation (C). The regular wave period is either: the trough-trough period of the irregular event (panels
(a) and (b)); or equal to the spectral peak period (panels (c) and (d)).
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 9: Water depth kp d = 1.20, spreading 0◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 10: Water depth kp d = 1.50, spreading 0◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 11: Water depth kp d = 2.00, spreading 0◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 12: Water depth kp d = 1.20, spreading 15◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 13: Water depth kp d = 1.50, spreading 15◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 14: Water depth kp d = 2.00, spreading 15◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 15: Water depth kp d = 1.20, spreading 30◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 16: Water depth kp d = 1.50, spreading 30◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) A

(b) B

(c) C

(d) D

Figure 17: Water depth kp d = 2.00, spreading 30◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a regular wave and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event, Xirreg for a range of
wave steepness ηkL . The four panels show the results from matching regular waves in different ways (A, B,
C and D). The ratios are shown for different components of the load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL),
above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level, and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18: Examples comparing the surface profiles and horizontal velocities associated with various models
for irregular wave events. The linear and second-order surface profiles in panels (a) and (c) have been matched
to the fully nonlinear crest elevation. The corresponding velocity profiles are shown in panels (b) and (d).
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(a) Total

(b) BSWL

(c) ASWL

(d) MSL

(e) Crest

Figure 19: Water depth kp d = 1.20, spreading 0◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a range of solutions for irregular waves, and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event,
Xirreg for a range of wave steepness ηkL . The five panels show the result for different components of the
load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL), above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level,
and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) Total

(b) BSWL

(c) ASWL

(d) MSL

(e) Crest

Figure 20: Water depth kp d = 1.50, spreading 0◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a range of solutions for irregular waves, and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event,
Xirreg for a range of wave steepness ηkL . The five panels show the result for different components of the
load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL), above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level,
and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) Total

(b) BSWL

(c) ASWL

(d) MSL

(e) Crest

Figure 21: Water depth kp d = 2.00, spreading 0◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a range of solutions for irregular waves, and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event,
Xirreg for a range of wave steepness ηkL . The five panels show the result for different components of the
load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL), above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level,
and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) Total

(b) BSWL

(c) ASWL

(d) MSL

(e) Crest

Figure 22: Water depth kp d = 1.20, spreading 15◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a range of solutions for irregular waves, and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event,
Xirreg for a range of wave steepness ηkL . The five panels show the result for different components of the
load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL), above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level,
and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) Total

(b) BSWL

(c) ASWL

(d) MSL

(e) Crest

Figure 23: Water depth kp d = 1.50, spreading 15◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a range of solutions for irregular waves, and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event,
Xirreg for a range of wave steepness ηkL . The five panels show the result for different components of the
load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL), above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level,
and the point load at the wave crest.
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(a) Total

(b) BSWL

(c) ASWL

(d) MSL

(e) Crest

Figure 24: Water depth kp d = 2.00, spreading 15◦ : the ratio between the load on a pile, X, calculated
using a range of solutions for irregular waves, and the exact answer calculated using a fully nonlinear event,
Xirreg for a range of wave steepness ηkL . The five panels show the result for different components of the
load: total, below-still-water-level (BSWL), above-still-water-level (ASWL), the point load at mean-sea-level,
and the point load at the wave crest.
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Figure 25: The relationship between nonlinear wave steepness, ηkL and the normalised velocity in the wave
crest Umax /cL . The points show the results from different wave models and simulations: perfectly focussed
fully nonlinear BST (red); unfocussed fully nonlinear BST (grey dots); fully nonlinear BEM (grey circles);
second-order (blue); and linear delta stretching (black).
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Figure 26: Quantile-quantile plot showing a comparison between the total base shear on a pile in near
breaking random wave events calculated using Bateman et al. (2001) (BST) to that calculated using the
LOADS methodology.
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(a) Total Hskp = 0.20

(b) Total Hskp = 0.30

(c) ASWL Hskp = 0.20

(d) ASWL Hskp = 0.30

Figure 27: Water depth kp d = 1.20 : scatter plot showing loading against crest elevation. The grey dots
represent random wave events and the black line the quantile-quantile plot. The loads calculated using a
focussed NewWave event are shown in red.
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(a) Total Hskp = 0.20

(b) Total Hskp = 0.30

(c) ASWL Hskp = 0.20

(d) ASWL Hskp = 0.30

Figure 28: Water depth kp d = 1.50 : scatter plot showing loading against crest elevation. The grey dots
represent random wave events and the black line the quantile-quantile plot. The loads calculated using a
focussed NewWave event are shown in red.
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(a) Total Hskp = 0.20

(b) Total Hskp = 0.30

(c) ASWL Hskp = 0.20

(d) ASWL Hskp = 0.30

Figure 29: Water depth kp d = 2.00 : scatter plot showing loading against crest elevation. The grey dots
represent random wave events and the black line the quantile-quantile plot. The loads calculated using a
focussed NewWave event are shown in red.
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Conclusions
1. Deterministic Regular Waves
(a) The bias in a regular wave model is not consistent across wave conditions, failure modes, or
structural configurations. The fundamental problem is that the velocity profile associated with
a regular wave is fundamentally different to that associated with an irregular wave. This arises
due to the fact that a regular wave has a single fundamental wave period, whereas, an irregular
wave comprises waves with a range of periods.
(b) A design approach using regular waves could be calibrated for a carefully defined set of conditions, such as: the base shear of large deep water jacket structures. However, it is not possible
to sensibly calibrate a model such that it can accommodate all conditions. For example, for
total base shear a regular wave may predict loads that are 10 − 20% higher than an irregular
solution, however, for loading above still water level the loads may be 10 − 20% lower. Therefore, an approach that was calibrated to the former would be (highly) non-conservative for the
latter and vice-versa.
(c) Work in the LOADS and NS1200 JIPs (not included here for reasons of confidentiality) has
shown that the present code calibration using regular waves does not meet the target reliability
levels. Therefore, if it is desirable to use regular waves for some failure modes then this should
be re-calibrated using the latest understanding of metocean statistics and physical processes.
2. Deterministic Irregular Waves
(a) The bias in linear (stretched or otherwise) irregular waves is not consistent across wave conditions, failure modes, or structural configurations. The fundamental problem is similar to that
for regular waves: the velocity profile is different to that of nonlinear irregular events. The
reason is that whilst a deterministic irregular wave model does include a range of frequencies
it does not include the reduction in velocity through the water column due to second-order
difference terms. Furthermore, stretched solutions all modify the velocities in a wave crest in
a manner that does not accurately reflect the nonlinearity and breaking.
(b) The bias in second-order irregular waves is reasonably small and is fairly consistent across most
wave conditions, failure modes and structural configurations. However, there is one key effect
that it misses: the effect of wave breaking. Therefore, such a model is not appropriate for
conditions or failure modes where breaking is important. An example, is the local loading of
elements in the crest of a wave - where it is possible that in some instances this ‘local’ loading
may lead to a global failure, or the failure of safety critical equipment.
(c) Deterministic fully nonlinear irregular waves can provide a good approximation to the shortterm distribution of loading in random seas, however, they do not - by definition - include
the full stochastic variability within a sea-state. Therefore, in steep seas with many breaking
events the distribution of loading can be underestimated. However, it is possible to define a
set of deterministic irregular wave events that encompass a range of wave steepnesses in order
to account for this variability within a deterministic approach.
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Recommendations

The recommended approach for a deterministic assessment of the wave-in-jacket loading associated with
extreme wave events is to model a set of focussed wave events that encompass a range of wave steepnesses. If the waves are not breaking then their kinematics can be modelled using second-order theory.
However, if they are breaking then a fully nonlinear model, or kinematics developed on the basis of laboratory testing, is required. The waves should be focussed at a number of locations around a structure in
order to ensure that a range of load cases and failure modes is considered. The properties of these waves
must be determined on the basis of the long-term description of the metocean environment and this must
include the relevant uncertainties.
An alternative approach is to complete a full probabilistic analysis of wave loading.
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